-Introduction.
Present evidence supports the view that for non-leptonic processes the &T--~ rule (~) is valid to a good approximation. This rule cannot be rigorous in any case due to electromagnetism. The main experimental effect that indicates its approximate nature is the non-forbiddenness of K~+2-decay. Throughout this paper we work in the approximation where the rule is supposed to be strictly valid for non-leptonic decays. We shall leave aside the question whether deviations from it are of purely electromagnetic origin.
For the leptonie S-violating processes there is only very limited information '~bout the role of the AT= ½ rule. In this paper we shall not assume at the outset that the rule is necessarily valid also for these decays.
As is well-known (2), the AT= ½ rule establishes the following relation between the amplitudes of mesonic E-decays:
(1)
This relation is consistent with the present data. Several attempts have been made to establish theoretical links between these modes and the :~-modes of the A by means of requirements stronger that the AT= ½ rule alone. Some of this work is phenomenological (~). Of other approaches we mention especially the ones by D'ESPAGNAT and PRE.~TKI (~) and by TREIMAN (5) which lend to the same results. The first two authors assume essentially that the various amplitudes in question are subject to global symmetry conditions. The subsequent treatment due to TREIMA.~ (~), on the other hand goes much deeper, it constitutes a first attempt at an approximate dynamical theory. The main idea envisaged by him is that the weak interactions could possibly be probes of the symmetries of the strong interactions, provided the weak and the strong couplings share certain invariance properties. His work provides the starting point of the present considerations and we therefore state the Treiman conditions in detail.
a) The strong r~-interactions satisfy global symmetry (G-symmetry). All results to be stated are derived in the approximation in which non-Gsymmetric strong interactions are ignored.
(l) -~I. Gv. LL-MANN and A. PALS: Proc. Con] . Nudear and Meso~ Phys., Glasgow, 1954, p. 342 (London, 1955) .
(2) See e.g. ~[. GELL-MA. ~N and A. ROS~NF~LD: Am~. Rev. o] Nucl. Sci., 7, 454 (1957) . (~) Seo e.g.S. BLUDMA~: Phys. ~ev., 115, 468 (1959) . (4) B. D'EsPAGNAT and J. PI~NTKI: Phys. Rev., 114, 1366 Rev., 114, (1959 .
(5) S. TREI~AN: _Nuovo Ciment~, 15, 916 (1960) .
b) The weak non-leptonic dec~y interactions are the product of ~n S-conserving T=I current j and ~ IASI=I , T=½ current s, (is coul01ing). The coupling of j to s is such that their product transforms like AT ½. Remark.
Until furter notice the space-time structure of j and s is immaterial.
c) The currents j, s each have a G-symmetric struetm'e. Remark.
This statement really is too vague. It leaves for example an ambiguity in the definition of s. More concisely, ~s stated by TREIMAI~ (~) the we~k and strong intera.etions are required to have certain p~rticular inv~riance properties in common. For more on these points see Section 2. d) Final state interactions are neglected.
These conditions ~re sufficient to obtain the relation (2) <AJp,~-)V~ ~ <_r+!,.T) +/Z-I,z-}.
Here and in the following the sign ~ denotes that we work with conditions and approximations like those stated in a)-d).
To see the important consequences of the combined equs. (:l) and (2) we must first borrow the following information from experiment. e) For the r~tes of the reactions E---~nT~-* we have to a good approximation (3) B(Z + -+ nr¢+) = R(Z-~+ n=-).
Furthermore, the amplitude (X+lnz~ +5 is nearly pure S (or P). The parity mixture of (Z-Isx-) is presently less well-known (s) but if we rely on the AT= ½ rule we may infer (2) that this amplitude should be nearly pl~re P (or S). From e) ~nd eqs. (1) and (2) Rev., 114, 912 (1959) . The Z-results are due to P. FRANZINI, A. GARFINKEL, J. KEREN, A. MICttELINI, R. PLANO, A. :PROD]~LL, -~]. SCHWARTZ, J. STEINBERGER and S. E. WOLF: Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., 5, 224 (1960) . a. PAIS periment. Secondly it follows from e) and eqs. (1) (2) that the large up down symmetry in E+-->pr: ° implies likewise a large up down asymmetry in A-->p= again in agreement with experiment. Moreover, the prediction follows immediately (4,5) that (5) ~o ~ --~a , where ~o, ~A are the longitudinal polarization of the proton in V+--~p~ ° A-~p~-respectively. As the proton in the A-reaction ha, s left helicity (7) we should have right helicity for the E+-mode. ~0 has thus for not been determined experimentally. We cannot say whether this model is the only one which leads to such statements and predictions. Yet if equ. (5) were to agree with experiment we would have before us some very appealing con(,lusions. It should right away be emphasized that the contents of the present paper are likewise tied to the presumed validity of equ. (5). Thus if it would tm'n out that ~o ~ ~a, all subsequent remarks would be of no practical interest.
It is also possible to deduce from a)-d) that ("~)
which provides a further test of the theory, in particular
TRm_~L~N has also extended this theory to the leptonic hyperon decqys. essentially by assuming that the charged part of the above mentioned s-current is also coupled to the charged lepton current. From this it follows (5) that (7) It was "flso concluded (5) that there is a relation between the ~-decay of =-and A. To this one can add that there exists likewise a connection between ~o and A ~-deeay. The results are Lett., 5, 254 (1960) As has been emphasized by T~]~BLU~ (5), the equs. (7), (8) 
as here the AT ½ rule also applies to the leptonic decays. The investigations which form the subject of the present paper likewise make ample use of G-symmetry considerations. It is perhaps not necessary to repeat here all the arguments (s) which show that if G-symmet~T ~wtually holds true in nature, this has certainly been carefully masked till now. All that m~tters for the present is, first that G-symmetry has neither been proved nor disproved thus far, secondly that if it were so that relations like equs. (5),(6) would turn out to be in agreement with experiment, it might be useful to pursue the possibility, even though not uniquely implied, that weak interactions probe symmetries of strong interactions by sharing these symmetries to some extent. There is presently so little to go on by way of exploring the laws of particle dynamics theft every line of apt~roa,('h which offers some me:ms of confrontation with experiment must be pursued to its logical conclusion.
As a m~tter of fact the result which forms the point of departure of this paper seems at first sight to be a heavy blow against the conclusions summarized above. It will namely be proved in Section 2 that the assumptions a)-d) do not only imply equ. (2) but at the same time also (11) (Z+l ~,n +} ~ 0, ()s-coupling), or, n little more precisely, the ratio (X +] n,n+)/(Z+[n~ -} vanishes in the G-approximation. In other words, the theory itself is inconsistent with the experimental input e) above. It may well be argued that equ. (11) means actually very little. Other non-zero physical quantities are known to vanish in the G-approxinmtion (9) and one may say that ((corrections)) to G-symmetry c~m be so large as to eliminate the contradiction with equ. (11). However, we shall see that equ. (11) is derived by exactly the same kind of argument as equ. (2). Thus if one (s) See e.ff. A. PAIS: .Phys. Rev., 110, 574, 1480 Rev., 110, 574, (1958 . (~) For example the amplitude for =o-->2-C, see R. PUGH: Phys. Rev., 109, 989 (1958) . disavows equ. (11) one must do the same with equ. (2) and all the interesting relations between E-and A-decay stated above would then be meaningless. So one would have to conclude that the symmetries of the strong interactions once again continue their masquerade! (Remark. The above is of course no argument against a is-structure of the weak non-leptonic interaction~ though it could be an argument against the G-symmetric form of the currents j and s).
While this negative view may turn out to be the correct one, it seems worth while nevertheless to state that there are at least two possibilities which may, if need be, save the relations (2)-{6).
The first possibility. As was observed by GELL-~[ANN (~o), there are really two physically distinct versions of G-symmetry. They are characterized by the value e--4-1 of the relative strength of the EEr~-versus the ~-nucleon interaction. This sign has a physical relevance of a similar kind as, say~ the relative sign of ~o coupling to protons as compared to neutrons. For what follows it is essential to state that the G-symmetry operations for e = + 1 are distinct from those for e----1 (for details see Section 2). We therefore propose to keep these symmetries apart by a different symbol for each case: e = 4-1 corresponds to G:L-symmetry.
What we have heretofore called G-symmetry is actually G+-symmetry in tile present terminology. It will be shown in Section 2 that the relation (2) is in essence independent of whether e =-+ 1 or --1. On the other hand we shall also prove that equ. (11) is one of the two distinct alternatives (13) (Z+[nz ÷) ~ --s (Z+lnn +) , (is-coupling, GJ:-symmetry) , which is catastrophical for e-+ 1 and trivial for e ~--1. Thus our first possibility is: the symmetry of the strong interactions is G--symmetry in which case there is no inconsistency between the equations (1)-(5). Also the relations (7)- (10) remain acceptable. This case is briefly commented on in Section 3.
Remark.
It will be emphasied in Section 2 that the distinction between G +-and G--symmetry can be formulated entirely independently of the question whether tile T.-baryon interaction is of such a. specific form as for example ~'¢Y5~'~. This seems worth mentioning as there is nothing sacred about this form, as far as is presently known.
(10) M. GELL-MANN: Phys. Rev., 106, 1296 (1957) .
The second possibility. There exists a second point of view with far reaching implications which are physically distinct from the previously mentioned case of G--symmetry. Here one retains G+-symmetry and considers equ. (11), (or equ. (13) with e=+l} rather as a blessing in disguise.
The physical idea is the following. Tile near parity-conserving properties of the E ± --~ n~ -+ modes are one of the most challenging pieces of experimental information on hyperon decays that we know of. It may be that this is somewhat of a dynamical accident. On the other hand, it does not seem entirely too far-fetched to contemplate tile possibility that this information points, in itself, to some approximate invariance property shared by weak and strong interactions. Without prejudice as to whether this last view is correct, let us accept it for the moment as a working hyl~othesis. Then, even apart from the troublesome equation (11), there is something unsatisfactory in the state of affairs outlined above. It seems then a. little peculiar to make invarianee assumptions like a)-c) and at the same time to use in 6) the parity-conserving features of E±---~nT: -+ simply as experimental information. One would then rather, if possible, attempt to rephrase the conditions in such a way that not only the interesting results about the relation between E+--> pT: ° and A-~ ~--modes but ,~lso these striking properties of the other two E-modes appear as a consequence. We shall show that this can indeed be done, thanks precisely to equ. (11). An understanding of the near parity-conservation in E± --~n= -+ by me:ms of invarianee arguments now becomes the central theme of the second possibility.
Before stating how this comes about, we would like to raise a further question. Could one not with equal right consider the relation (3) as something <~ deep ~> rather than as a dynamical accident? There is little doubt that the answer is no. On the basis of the Al'--½ relation, equ. (3) represents a near equ;flity between an S-wave and a P-wave reaction; there is no conceivable re~soa why such an equality could have anything to do with symmetry ai~'uments. On the other hand, this near equality may turn out to be not so surprising once it will be understood why parity is nearly conserved in these reactions. In this connection a suggestive result due to BLUDMAN (3) may be recalled. This author obtains to a good approximation the relation (3) by assuming first that one mode goes via a pure V-, the other via n pure A-coupling where the ratio of A to V strengths is chosen to be _~ 1, 2, as is suggested from ~-decay.
We shall now state in a little more detail the second possibility to prevent that equ. (11) constitutes a paradox. First the question was asked: once we realize which invaii~nee properties the strong ~nd weak interactions have to share to arrive at eqc. (2), is it a necessary consequence of these properties that the weak non-leptonie interaction has the js-struc, tule? It turned out that the answer is no, and that there exists a second class of couplings which likewise leads to equ. (2). These couplings will be called fl-couplings. They are described in detail in Section 4. In essence, the t-current is a G-symmetric structure which contains T= ½ and 3.
~, and j, t couple together in a simple form which guarantees once again AT ½. 5[oreovcr for jr-coupling equ. (11) does not hold true, so we get a non-vanishing nr:+-amplitude. But, in turn, the jr-coupling has a remarkable property, namely (14) {Z-[nzr) ~ 0, (it-coupling) .
Therefore one arrives at the following picture for a combined (is) and (it) coupling: (is) contributes to n=-but not to n~+; (it) contributes to n~: + and not to n~--; while it furthermore is found that both js and it contribute to the strongly P-violating E +-->p~:° mode and to the A-modes. 5[oreover any linear combination of (is) and (jr) yields equs. (2) and (6). I was therefore led to consider the following possibility: the is-and itcouplings are separately parity conserving but in such a way that the combined (is, it) interactions violate parity. This idea of a parity clash guarantees that to our approximation the E -+ --> n= ~-modes are P-conserving while E+-->pr= °, A-~p::-violate parity. If one now further assumes that equ. (3) holds approximately true, we are then guaranteed by previous arguments that Z+-~p,-: °, A-->p=-are nearly maximally P-violating. To prove that equ. (3) holds true on the basis of the envisaged dynamics has so far not been feasible; on the other hand the possibility cannot be excluded that further arguments would build a bridge between this theory and Bludman's just mentioned phenomenological interaction (3). If this were to succeed, the argument would be fairly complete. Continuing this line of thought, the next question is: how can one make js and jt separately P-conserving but in such a way that they clash when taken together? It will be shown in Section 5 (a) that there are essentially two ways of doing this: either j has the same ((pure,) space time structure (e.g. either V or A) in both js and it; while s and t have different reflection
properties, for example s is A, t is V; or s is V, t is A. The other way is to assume that the j occurring in js has different reflection properties (e.g. A) than the j occurring in jt (e.v. V), while s and t have the same reflection characteristics.
If we are at all going in the right direction, this last possibility is more attractive: we know for certain, from the S-conserving processes, that both a V-and an A-current of the j-type do occur in the weak interactions. For the S-violating currents no such definite knowledge exists. Thus it now seems simplest to assume:
]) The S-violating currents are (( pure )~, that is, they are either all of the V (i.e. y~) type or all of the A (i.e. Y~Ys) type. In other words: either there does not exist an S-violating vector (or rather Ys) current, or there does ~ot exist an S-violating axial vector (or rather Y~7~) current. In the discussion below of hyperon ~-deeay, it will be observed that if the assumption ]) were to be true, the case of a V-type S-violating current is prefer'/.ble. If so, there does not exist an axial vector (or rather Y~ys) current.
In denoting currents by 7s or ysy~ we refer of course to their baryonic parts. The existence of a mesonic part is nowhere precluded. As will be seen in Section 5-b) it is definitely ,~ better terminology to speak of y~ rather than of vector currents when strong Kdnteractions are also included. As we shall see, this language is in fact necessary if the presently unknown (~') cascade parity would turn out to be odd.
If we accept all this, there still rem,ain two alternatives which, in obvious notation, can be designated either (j~s V, Ft v) et (Ts v, j~tv) . These possibilities are physically distinct, as can be seen as follows: the reaction E+-~n~+pro -eeeds, (always to our approximation) via it-coupling only. Thus the corresponding amplitude is P-wave for jvtv; it is S-wave for j~t v.
In order to determine experimentally the natm'e of the j-current which couples to t v one notes the following. Let Z+ be transversely polarized in production, with a polarization vector 1-I x in its rest frame. Denote by n the unit vector in the direction of the line of flight of the decay neutron in the same frame. The polarization vector of the neutron in its own rest frame will be called II~. Then we have, to the approximation that possible small P-violations in the decay E+-->n~ + are neglected, (15) E+-+n= ÷ vialS-wave:
II =IIr, I P-wave: II = 2(II~n).n--II~ .
The next question concerns the relative weight of the js and the jt couplings. It turns out that essentially equal weight implies that the Ap term is coupled to the V-A combination (j~+ jY). This relafive weight is tentatively assumed here. We refer to Section 5-a) for comments on the possible relation between the dynamical non-leptonic decay coupling so obtained and the phenomenological non-leptonic decay interaction given by BLUD~IAN (3).
This concludes the remarks on the non-leptonie modes. We note that the present treatment shares with earlier ones (~.s) the unpleasant feature that no estimate is given of the (~ corrections >) to the various rel,~tions due to those strong interactions which violate G-symmetry. Phys. Rev. Lett., 3, 397 (1959) , footnote (7).
A. PAIs
Next we must ask what are the consequences of our second possibility of the leptonic S-violating decays. Here it is necessary first of all to discuss the implications with respect to the universal version of weak interactions. Let us briefly review the situation.
The following attractive possibility (~2) has been much discussed in recent years. There exists an (~ overall current ~), additively composed of S-conserving and S-violating baryon parts, possibly of meson parts and of a leptonie part. All weak interactions are deduced from a coupling which may briefly be denoted as (16) Total weak interaction = (overall current)X (overall current).
In this picture, the various weak interactions, leptonic and non-leptonie, are due to cross-terms between different composing parts of the overall current. 3[oreover the strueturg (16) implies, through its (¢ pure square ~ terms, additional effects such as weak electron-neutrino scattering, weak (parity violating) baryon-baryon interactions, etc.
In its original version the interaction (16) was supposed to involve charged currents only. It was soon reeoR'nized, and first stated by SAWYER (~3) for the ease of non-leptonic decays, that the ATe½ rule is only then compatible with equ. (16) if also neutral overall currents are admitted. However, this raised a new question: when we include leptonie processes, should the neutral overall current have a lepton part Jo? This would be expected, if (16) is correct, on grounds of symmetry. It is true, as noted by BLV])_~A~ (a), that certain S-conserving weak processes due to J0-coupling would be extremely hard to detect. On the other hand, the presence of J0 in conjunction with a structure (16) seems to pose real difficulties with respect to S-violating processes (x~). Unless further exl~,erimental and theoretical arguments change the picture, it seems proper to speak of ((the mysterious absence of neutral lepton currents )). No light is shed on this mysterious absence by the proposal of LEE and Ya.xG (~4) that all weak interactions are mediated by a quartet of vector bosons W which are semi-weakly coupled to the overall currents in such a fashion that equ. (16) emerges as an effective second order interaction.
FinMly, we recall that the structure (16) also imposes an important restriction on the S-violating charged currents: it is not allowed that this part of the current contains both a AS/AQ = 1 part and a AS/AQ----1 part, be-(22) See R. P. FEYN~IAN and M. G~gLL-MANN: Phys. Rev., 109, 193 (1957) ; E. SUDARSnAN and R. MARStIAK: Phys. Rev., 109, 1860 (1957) .
(~a) R. SAWYER: Phys. Rev., 112, 2135 (1958) .
(la) T. D. LEE and C. N. YA•G: Phys. Rev., 119, 1410 (1960) .
cause their interference would produce a weak AS = 2 interaction. OKu~ and PONTECORVO (~5) have given a stringent theoretical condition on the K~--_K 2 mass difference which would exclude the presence of such interactions with a strength comparable to other weak couplings; and this condition is well met experimentally (~0). We now confront two ideas with each other. The first one is that the characteristics of the non-leptonic E-decay modes are due to a parity clash in the sense discussed above. However, we leave entirely open for the moment whether this parity clash is correctly described by our (is), /jt) couplings. The second idea is that the total weak interaction has the structure (16). We show that these two ideas are incompatible. This is obvious. The overall current should be of the form j~÷j,÷C÷.., where JA.v are tye A, V parts of the S-conserviag current and C is the S-violating current. The coupling of the form (16) then implies that C is coupled to both j~ and Jr, contrary to the possibility of parity clash. This argument is also independent of the various alternatives mentioned just before assumption (J).
R e mar k. This reasoning would fails if the parity clash were one between charged current interactions on the one hand, neutral current interactions on the other. However, such a type of clash would violate the AT= ½ rule.
Returning to the specific (~s), ()t)-couplin~" we obtain a further argument in this direction. It was noted by TREISIAN (5) that s is of the AS/AQ=+I type. However, we shall see in Section 4 that t contains both AS/AQ---± 1.
In view of the AS = 2 argument just mei)tioncd, we may not couple s to t or t to itself.
While all this does not preclude the notion of a universal strength of weak interactions, we must however retreat from the universal form (16). This may turn out to be a very serious drawback to the notion of parity clash in general and to the (is), (jt)-eoupling" scheme in particular. Specifie~flly, the existence of a W-quartet which carry all weak interactions is excluded by any such theory. Thus the discovery of W-particles with all the properties discussed by LEE and YANG (1~) would automatically eliminate this possibility.
Let us grant that the disadwmtage of renouncing on the form (16) may be calamitous. Let us nevertheless ask by what criteria we may now approach anew the question of the overall structure of the weak interactions on the basis of the parity clash idea. To this end we first return to the question of the neutral lepton currents. We have seen that this question arose in an attempt to reconcile the structure (16) in the most natural way with the AT=½ rule. Now that we anyway have to contemplate the abandonment of equ. (16)~ it will be clea, r that the next best statement is the following. The weak interactions consist of two additive parts, the non-leptonie interactions which do satisfy AT ½ and the leptonie interactions which do not necessarily obey this rule. The latter are of the general form of charged currents coupled to each other. We denote this as follows: (17) Total weak interactions = = Non-leptonic interactions (AT= ~-) + leptonie interactions.
Of eom'se it would at the present stage be an overstatement to consider it as an argument in favor of the present version that the question of the absence of J0 simply never arises. Next we ask, what is the simplest form of the leptonie decay interaction in this picture? Observe that as a consequence of equ. (17) we have yet to specify which S-violating currents mediate S-violating leptonie processes. We assnme g) In the leptonie S-violating decay interactions no other S-violating era'rents intervene than the currents s and t mentioned above.
Of course this is less compelling than it is in a theory where equ. (16) holds true, but it seems a natural step to take. This assumption has an important physical consequence. In Section 5-b) the following is shown.
The assumptions J) and g) imply that the E-nucleon parity must be odd as long as parity is strictly conserved in strong interactions.
As will be seen ill Section 5-b), this statement follows from a comparison of the strueture of the K,+~ and the K~ amplitudes. There it will also be shown that the inference on the E-nucleon parity is independent of the choice y~ of 7~75 for the baryonie (s, t)-eurrents. Note that odd E-nucleon parity is incompatible with the Salam-Polkinghorne classification of particles (17) .
There exists at present only limited dynamical information on the leptonie S-violating decays. However there is good evidence (~s) that the lepton current involved in K-decays is as predicted by the two component neutrino theory. Aeeordingly we shall assume that tile same lepton current J of the (17) A. SALAM and L. POLKINGttORNE: 2~'UOVO Cime~tto, 2, 685 (1955) Rev., 108, 1348 Rev., 108, (1957 .
V-A type is responsible for all leptonic processes. Its charo'e components will as usual be denoted by J~. Thus it would seem that the simplest form of the leptonic interaction in equ. (17) is (18) Leptonic interaction = (overall charged current)× (leptonic charged current).
Remarks.
1) Using the oft made analogy with electrodynamics, it is J~ itself which here plays a role similar to the electr0mao'netic potential Ax. The overall currents of course contain J+-as well. One may call the J'~J-[ terms in (18) the analog of the electromagnetic A~-terms, familiar from boson couplings.
2) There is of course no objection to the existence of weak P-violating nucleon-nucleon interaction due to (j~÷jr)~-terms, in our actual state of knowleclge. On the other hand, from the present point of view there seems be no compelling reason to include such terms.
3) A structure like equ. (18) does not exclude the possibility that weak interactions are mediated by more complex systems of intermediate bosons than just the W-quartet, but for the present this does not seem a rery attractive possibility to pursue.
4) The interaction (18) shares with (16) the need for arguments which show for example why renormalization effects do not affect the strength of the S-conserving vector current relative to the lepton current. The idea of a conserved S-conserving vector current advanced by FEY~','3'IA~ ~ and GELL-:YIA~'N (1~) and pursued by GELL-3[Ah-a-(~9) is of course applicable without modification for the interaction (18). 5) As was stated before, we need never bother now about the neutral lepton current Jo. In this connection it should be noted that an entirely different coupling scheme exists where Jo cannot intervene. This is the scheme due to D~EsPAGI~'AT (2o). AS this author notes, it is also possible to pnt his scheme into a form where the effective currents satisfy G-symmetry. It is however readily verified (2~) that, even so, the scheme does not yield ZA-or EA-relations of the type of equs. (2), (6). This in itself is not necessarily an argument against this approach (22) which could become of particular interest (22) As always in such considerations, the fact that one cannot prove a relation on general grounds does not mean that the same relation couldn't hold true for detailed dynamical reasons. if it were found that cascade particles decay leptonically into nucleons. This phenomenon is a natural, though not strictly necessary, implication of d'Espagnat's scheme. In the present case both s and t satisfy AS =1 so that no such ~-decay of the E can occur.
Finally there arises the question of the relative weight with which s and t occur in the overall current in equ. (18). It is logically possible to couple s~ not t, to J but this seems artificial. We consider then the case where both s and t are coupled to J and note the following.
:I) This implies that (19)
X+--> n + e+ + v, ~°-+ E-+ e+ + ,~,
K ° ~ =+ + e-~ are allowed, as t has a T=-~ part.
2) The assumption that AT----½ also in leptonic decays implies (22) (21)
The present experimental inform'ttion (54) is not yet sufficiently precise to judge the quantitative correctness of this important prediction.
3) It will be shown in Section 5-b) that instead of equs. (7), (8) 
(A l pe-~,)~/2 ~ (X-[ne-~,'/ + (X+I~e+v), (23) (24) (A!pe ~:V:J ~ (~°[Z+e-O~ + (-=°lX-e+v).
We shall see that these relations are independent of the numerical value of the ratio of s to t coupling strength to J. (Of course certain amplitudes vanish for zero t-coupling). Relations like (22)- (24) can of course easily be corrected for phase space differences (5). (23) gives E-decay rates with a strength smaller by a factor two than the A-rate, while equ. (7) gives an effect larger by a factor two. 5) Present knowledge on hyperon ~-decay is exceedingly scanty (=s). If one thing stands out it is the surprising smallness of the decay rates which represents rather a puzzle on the basis of the universal interaction picture (16) where all baryon currents are of the V-A type. While it is certainly difficult to forget that the uItiversal interaction (16) has weathered many storms, it may nevertheless be pointed out that the present alternative sheds perhaps some light on this problem. Let us recall that in our second possibility the S-violating currents are pure. Now for the ratio of decay rates of a 1:1 V-A mixture and a pure V-interaction one has in the non-relativistic limit
R(V) (26)

R(V-Ai --4"
This relation remains true to about 1 percent for the actual A and E kinematics (~7). If we take a V-1.2A mixture and compaxe that with pure V, we get R(V)/R(V-1.2A)= 1/5.3. This leads us to suggest that if the picture of a pure S-violating current is correct, the smallness of hyperon p-decay may find to a considerable extent its interpretation by the choice of a pure V (or rather y~) current.
Of course there remain many questions such as the rcla.tive weight of S-conserving versus S-violating currents and in particular the influence of K-interactions on relative renormalizations. About these largely dynamical problems we have nothing to say in this paper, beyond one qualitative remark in Section 5-b) about the influence of K-couplings oil the parity-purity of the s, t-currents. As will be seen in tile s~:mmary given in Section 5 c), there are (25) C. ALBRIGHT: Phys. Rev., 115, 750 (1959 1959) . many ways in which the second possibility could be disproved by experiment. Even in the event that all such disproofs were to fa,il it would perhaps not be easy to say that this possibility is correct in all the detail in which it is described here.
In conclusion we state what a.re the broadest aspects of the present approach to strong and weak interactions. It is the hope that we may uncover some of the strong interaction synlmetries and parities if it were correct that K-interactions do not strongly distort the non-leptonic and leptonie decays of hyperons; and that shared symmetries of strong and weak interactions provide a main theoretical tool for this purpose. Even if this hope were to be fulfilled there remain many questions of which two stand out. The first one is the way in which presumed strong interaction symmetries transcending charge independence get broken down, as they have to (s). lRelated to this is the question of the mass splits in the particle spectra. The second is, how does one understand the universality of strength of all weak interactions in ease it were necessary to modify the universal form (16). We need more e:~perimental background before we can say that either one or both of these questions ~rre the right ones to face.
-G~-symmetry
and js-ooupling.
We ask for those invariance properties to be shared by that part of the strong inter}~etions which satisfies G-+-symmetry on the one hand and by the weak non-leptonie interactions on the other and which are sufficient to derive equ. (2). For the purpose of exposition we assume that the strong interactions in question are the trilinear baryon-baryon-couplings. Once we shall have established the sought for symmetry properties the precise form of those strong interactions becomes rather immaterial as long as the invarianee is satisfied.
We introduce the following notation (8) . H~ and H~,(js) are also inv~riant for ~o ____> __ e, no ,  ngain if the permuted doublets nre mass degenerate. Equ. (34) Remarks.
1) The invariance under the transformations (32), (34) are the ~ sufficient symmetries )~ mentioned at the beginning of this section. For the present purposes these transformations embody the essence of G±-invarianee as applied to strong and weak interactions simultaneously. The commitment to the form (28) of the strong interactions is to some extent of secondary importance.
2) From the present derivatio~ it follows that the less restrictive doublet spproximution (s) is not sufficient (~) to obtain equ. {36).
3) What does it mean when we require for example that s is an Sviolating T-spinor and with a G-symmetric structure? If we merely imply by the latter that s should be expressible in terms of mass degenerate doublets, there remains an ambiguity in the definition of s. Indeed, also (37) 81 = has all the desired properties. If we couple .91 to j, however, there is no invariance for the transformations (32) and (3t) and hence (22) there is no EArelation (2) (*). 4) One easily veri~es that equs. (32), (34) are also sufficient to derive equ. (6), for either G +-or G--symmetry.
H c~" 's" In order to derive equ. (13) we observe that w(? ~ cannot give rise of X+-decay. (In the present G-+-approximation this is even true to all orders in the weak and strong interactions). Hence for the study of the X+-modes it is legitimate to consider the mutilated interaction (37) combined with a modified form of j does lead to eq. (2). A complete discussion of such further possibilities will be given in a sequel to this paper. und to study its invariance properties. As long as we confine our attention to V=-channels it is admissible to operate with symmetry arguments which eh • .
~u'e violated by the dropped terms H+()s).
H ~ is invariant under equs. (32) and (34) (39) we immediately obtain equ. (13) by the same argument used in deriving equ. (33).
Remarks.
Ch • 1) Of course H~(ls) will contribute to the Z+-modes as spoil as we allow G-violating strong interactions to participate. But these interactions will also modify equ. (36). Thus we repeat our main point: if one accepts or rejects equ. (36) one must do likewise with equ. (13) .
2) If one applies equ. (39) to the Z+-+p~ ° mode, one does not obtain ~t condition which says that the amplitude vanishes if G+-symmetry holds true. Nor is it possible to give an argument that implies (X~-lnzc -) ~ 0 for either the G +-or the G--case (~2).
3) The js'-coupling also then satisfies AT= ½ if (:~s) one decomposes the currents j and s into the (N~, A, Z, N4)-representation by means of equ. (27) and there upon gives all particles their real mass.
-The first possibility. G--symmetry and is-coupling.
V~-e first reiterate the conclusions to which we have come for this case: the V+_+ n=+ mode presents no inner bwonsistency with the simultaneous validity of equs. (2) and (3). The nearly parity-pure qualities of the modes E ~ -+n~ -+ do not follow (approximately) from general argument, one would need more detailed dynamics to see if these properties could be understood in this version of the theory. As to the leptonic de("tys, the arguments of Tr, EI~:IA~ (5) summarized in equs. (7)- (10) The reb~tive sign of the EE~ as compared to the r~-imcleon interaction which is at stake here (~'~) has of course important consequences as fax as th(. E-nucleon interaction is concerned. It has 1)een suggested (so) on the basis ~,f K--absorption experiments that the E-nucleon potential is attractive and has a depth (30--40)5IeV. In this connection it has been pointed out by ])ALITZ (3~) that this is difficult to understand if ~" =--1,
and that e = --l seems indicated, if G-symmetry is contemplated at all. On the other hand it has been noted (32) that K--absorption data may not be very suited to test explicitly the validity of G-symmetries. For tile present it seems ther(40re to be rather an open question whether evidence for or against e =--1 exists.
From a theoretical point of view there exists a distinction between G--and G--symmetry where the construction of approximately conserved S-violating cmTents is concerned. This can be seen from the recent work of Gi~RsEY (3~) which is based on an idea of Tm~No (3~) who uses G--symmetry.
Finally we recall that this scheme fits in with the possibility of a universal interaction of the type (16) and that it is therefore compatible with |he existence of a boson-quartet which carries all weak interactions (J~).
-fl-coupling.
We introduce the quantities t,. defined by For the purposes of tiffs section the space time stru(.ture of t, will not be relevant. We ask for such hermitian couplin~'s t~.t~ which satisfy lab' --l. These are (29) In the present line of reasoning, the sign of the "2E~ relative to the ZAz:-interaction is supposed to be positive in any case, as required by either kind of G-symmetry (3o) F. C. GILm~I~T, C. E. VIOLET and R. s. ~VmT~: Phys. Rev., 107, 228 (1957 (34) j. TIOM~-O: Nuovo Cimento, 6, 69 (1957) . The essential role of G--symmetry ir~ this work was pointed out to me by Dr. A. SAZA~L ,gee also R. BEHRENDS: NUOVO. Cime~do, 1|, 424 (1959) .
and also (h. c. = hermitian conjugate) (42) ] t24"t32 --h. ('. t~3"t3~+ h. c. One easily verifies that the combination of interactions H~ of equ. (28) and any linear aggregate of the coupling (41), (42) satisfies to any order (43) "'2-1,~-" ~ 0.
Equ. (43) is valid irrespective of whether we use G -+: or G--invariance. The interactions (41) and (42) differ in that every member of the second group contains currents t~A. which have components characterized by AQ = ~'2 while the couplings of equ. (41) have [AQ i~ I. Currents with !AQI = '2 (.omponents lead only to unwanted complications, so we discard the interactions (42). :,ks we are working toward G-symmet~T we now (.onsider fl couplings of the type With an eye o~L the relations (2) and (6) we ask for the behaviour of the interactions (44) under the transformations (3 .)) :rod (34). Each coupling is clearly invariant under the operation (32). To get also invariance under (34) we need both couplings with equal weight. Thus we now introduce the weak intera (.tion H,,.(jt) (45)
t ~ v+ ~ (t~ + t2~ T t3~ + t~) .
A. PAIS
The factor 2 -½ in the definition of t is convenient for future purposes. It follows now that any linear combination of H~, H,(js) and H,~.(jt) gives rise to equs. (2) and (6). Furthermore one easily verifies that H,,(jt) is not invariant under the opera.tion (39) . Thus for it-coupling there is no analog to a relation like equ. (13) .
Finally we observe that the t-eurrent is a mixture of T--½ and ~. For example t[~ : 2-½(~ -~)p. Here we used the definitions where tile terms on tile right hand side are defined by equs. (28), (29) and (45) 2 is tile relative weight of it-and is-coupling. Until further notice all iesults will be independent of the value of 2, as long as2 :/= 0. We stipulate expressly th'd in all that follows the parameter s whieh occurs in equ. (28) shall be =+1.
Let us now summarize what we can say about the E-modes if we adopt equ. (47). 1) E+-+n~ ~ proceeds and only proceeds via it-coupling, see equ. {11).
2) E+-+p~ ° proceeds via jr-coupling and via H°-(js), see Sect. 2 and 4.
3) E--+nr~-proeeeds and only prooeeds via is-coupling see equ. (43).
We repeat that these and later results a.re valid in the a]pproximation in which non-G+-symmetrie strong interactions are ignored. Thus we eonelude, a.s already stated in Section 1:
If H~.(js) and H,~(jt) are sep~trately P-conserving then the modes E=~--+ n~ :+ ~re each parity conserving. If furthermore H,~(js)+2H~,.(jt) is P-violating then y+._+ p=O is P-violating. The same is then also true for the A-and the E-modes in virtue of equs. (2) and (6).
In order to achieve this structure of the weak non-leptonic intera(.tion we must now finally specify in more detail the space-time properties of the currents. Here we shall first of all ~.ssnme, as seems most natural, that only V-and A-cm]'ents occur. We leave aside the question of the possible presence :rod of the magnitude of induced currents. Thus we look upon equ. (47) as a.n (approximate) true rather than an effective interaction. There are two essentially distinct ways in which we can reach our purpose.
A) The same pure j (either A or V) occurs in js and in jr; while either ; jt contains terms like ~+y~n.-~7~ p. The first one is representative for E--decay only; the second on(, for E+--~pr: ° only: the third one for both E+-modes. N*ote. Here and in the following" it is only a question of words whether and by which interaction we define the parity of a E relative to nucleons. What only matters is whether P-interferen(.e does or does not occur. Remark. There are eight further possibilities of choosing individually pure currents, each one either V or A. All these cases are of no interest as they imply P-conservation for all three E-modes.
We have already argued in Section 1 that case B) seems more attractive than ease A). And from hyperon ~$-decay, to be discussed shortly, we have tentatively stated that the eases a) and b) with both s and t pure V perhaps seem indicated. Also we have mentioned in Section 1 what observation~ may distinguish between a) and b).
Let us next write down the weak interaction part of equ. (47) assuming furthermore that ;t oecurrino~" in equ. (17) where for the purpose of illustration we have written out the terms whM1 couple Z ± and A to nucleons. The other C'lSCS mentioned in equ. (48) • ~Te-/~x~ in order to get the correct sign and order of magnitude of the proton helicity in A-decay (7) . In the present ii~_stanee these questions are tied to the value of ~. I do not know whether the value (49) of ). which leads to the su~'~'estive form (50), or any other value, will lead to the desired result. Remark. Equ. (50) illustrates that the S-violating currents remain pure V (or A) if the hyperons ~re given their real masses. But of course some P-violation in E-'---~n~ * is introduced by so doing. If the general ideas outlined here were to prove correct, it would become an important problem to understand why this amount of P-violation is small. A further potential source of .~uch P-violation will be encountered in the next subsection.
b) Leptonic decays. -First we discuss a direct consequence of the assum])tion,~ ]) and 9) stated in Seetion 1. The ,';-violating currents s and t are pure and of the same type: and these same currents intervenc in the S-violating leptoni(, decays. Thus the S-violating current coupled to the usual lepton current J is written a, ns eonst (.~+ot), where '2 is again a relntive t to s Let us now consider the K + and K~ modes, where 1 stands for" eithel" 9 or e. Here for the first time in this work we need to consider also strong K-inter-;u.tions which, in whole or in part, must violate the ]}resently assumed G +-symmetry. However, all we need to know for' the argument is that the strong K-interactions conserve parity.
The amplitudes for these two K-modes can be written as follows: Suppose now that tile E-nucleon parity p(E) were even. As is well known, this parity is only defined with respect to the K-pal.t of the strong interactions. This has of course entitled us to bypass in the G-approximation (as in equ. (47)) the question of p(E) altogether. For" even parity we now have a paradox. Indeed, in this case the parity of K is the same with reslceet to all allowed baryon pairs; but then if the N-violating current is pure, K has also a well defined parity relative to ~. Hem.e one or the other of the rea~.lions (52) would be strictly forbidden in ('ontradietion with ,,_'oes via 2¢4Y a.nd K~ via Y5 t-mteracllons. Exa, mple. K + pscudoscalar relative to Y5"~, s+(Jt pure t'. We then have strong coupling terms of the type ~75AK ~ ,rod A~-K +. The simplest graph for K~ is via '/ caseade-A loop, for I~ we go wia a A-nucleon loop.
The situation for K~a is like the (me for K~. Note that this in itself does not fix (as) the relative parity of K + and K °.
Because of the importance of this partly question it may be well to state voneisely what we actually mean by (.alling .~.-~2t pure also in the presence (as) If this parity is even the YN-interaetions play the same role for K + as for K°; likewise for N4Y. If this parity is odd, one must interchange the roles of nucleon and cascade coupling in going from K + to K °. Note that, at least in the G-approximation, this alternative does not influence the K~/K(;~ rates.
A. PAIs of K-interactions. Let us assume that x and t a~e of the 7rtyl)e and write out s--t-of in full: U~=2°yzr ++-yz o+_ +-~-7~Z°)
We distinguish two eases:
1) Absence of K-coupling. The behaviour under space reflections of ,= relative to nucleon is not defined by any interaction, weak or strong. We may call it plus by convention, then Ta and U~. are both ~ectors. I-tad we chosen the convention minus then one of the two quantities T~., U~ would 1)e a vector the other a pseudoveetor. This is a question of words; it wouhl in no way affect the non-leptonie decays. In this case it makes no diffe:eree whether we call a current (~ pure V )) or ((pnre Y~ ~)" (Likewise for A and 7~7~).
2) Presence of strong K-coupling. Now p(E) has physical meaning. Odd p(E) means that s+~t is a p~rity mixture of Ta and Ua one of wh~jch is a vector the other a pseudovector. "What subsists however is the idea of a pure ya (or pure y~5) structure of the (unrenormalized) S-violnting current.
Let us now return to the question of the non-leptonic modes. Under the conditions of G-symmetry we obtained P-conserving modes beeause the S-violating currents ~re truly V-currents (or A-currents) in that approximation. Now we see that the necessity of odd p(E) implies that virtual K-effects will lead to parity mixing of these 7a (or yzys) currents. This only emphasizes once more the fact that the G-approximation can only then possibly be of practical use if virtual K-effects do not strongly distort the non-leptonic dec'w amplitudes.
We have already stated that the equs. (22)- (24) are independent of th(-value of ~o (of course equs. (9) and (10) would be true for ff : 0). As an example we prove equ. (22). The lel~tonic ,S'-violatin~" decay interaction is (5~a)
H~(AS) --(s---t)t-)J--' (s ~ + ot+)J -•
To tile first order in ttle weak interactions we may write every amplitude as due additively to the s and the t-current, for example (58), (61) and (62) and the quoted result is independent of 9.
There is presently too little to go on experimentally to do more than give the consequences of what seems a rather natural (.hoiee for 9, ll:/mely 
Likewise (59) Implications of this form have been discussed in connection with equ. (25).
Observe that the form (64) does not contain any Y?. Thus in lowest Born approximation we have for example that 7Z--+ E°~e-÷ ~ is suppressed.
c) The seco~td possibility. ~ummary. -In eonelusion we colleet the main aspects of the dynamical scheme discussed in Section 5 a), b).
1) The theory is committed to G~-symmetry. This implies in particular that the VA-parity should be even. Suggestions have been made concerning the determination of this parity (37). It implies also that the relative sign of the NEt:-and ::-nucleon interaction is plus. For eomments on this point see Section 3.
2) The near parity-pure features of the modes E ± ~n= ~ are built into the dynami(.s of the theory, and in fact constitute its raison d'6tre. On this problem the first possibility has nothing to say (2~:). The approximate experimental relation (3) has not been derived, although it is not in any obvious conflict with the theory: on this point wee the discussion coneerning equs. (49), (50) and (51). 3) This theory ix committed to (approximate) lelations between up-down asymmetry parameters in E +-~ p~:o, A -+ p~-: for A-and 7Z-decay see equs. (2) and (6a). In itself these relations, if verified, would not discriminate between the first and the second possibility.
4) The simplest possibility is that the/-violating eurrents which mediate non-leptonie decay are all of the pure V (i.e. y~.) or of the pure A (i.e. 7~.Y~) type. There is one alternative to this statement, see Section 5a), ease A: however, the latter case seems less naturM. 5) If we assume that the same S-violating currents mediate both the non-leptonie and the leptonie decas's of K-particles and hyperons, it follows that the 7Z-nucleon parity is odd. Suggestions have been made concerninlz the determination of this parity (~,3s). 6) Within this second possibility there are at least two causes for some P-violation to occur in Ffi-~n~±. (These reasons may or may not be interrelated). The first one arises when one ,,,'ires the hyperons their real masses (~) G. FEINB]'~(;: t)hys. Rev., 109, 1019 Rev., 109, (1958 ; A. PAIs and S. TR~IMAN: Phys. Rev., 109, 1759 Rev., 109, (1958 ; G. FELDMAN and T. FULTON: Nucl. _Pl~ys., 8, 106 (1958) . Teor. Fiz., 34, 1246 (1958 ; translatioa Journ. Exp. Theor. Phys., 7, 862 (1958) ; S. Ti~I~IluA~: Phys. Rev., 113, 355 (1959) ; J. SZY.~fANSK [: Xuoro Cin, e~do, li, 730 (1959) .
